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DR, SUES. CLEMSON 'ASTOUNDING IMPROVEMENTS TO BE MADE
PLACE CLEMSON AMONG BEST SCHOOLS
RAILWAY TO PLAN 1IENSE DEPOT HERE PRESIDENT, RETIRES

INCREASE IN POPULATION CAUSES SOUTHERN

COURSE IN GANG
WARFAREJNSTITUTED

TRACK TEAM WORKS
OUT ON RIGOS FIELD

Clemson's President Surprises
Improvements Make Life EasMany _Storied_ Building, to
Both
Students
and
People
ier for Cadets and Profs,
Grace Clemson Campus.
Over
the
State
as Well as Military
Drill Discontinued so
Department
Bowman Field
Entirely New Course for ChiMay be Used
cagoans Sponsored by
as Site
Navy Department
Many Phantoms of the Track
One of the most astounding facts
There has been much interest for
to be learned on the Clemson camLend Prestige to
pus for the past five and three-quarThe Commandant has received the past few months in regard to
Squad
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The Southern and Blue Ridg-5
Railroads have long recognized tne
need of a Union Station at such a
metropolis as Clemson, and according to a report from U. R. Crazy,
chief trackwalker and garbage collector for the Southern Railroad.
Pendleton division, this need is to
be realized. A Union station is vi
be constructed in the middle of
Bowman's field which will totallj
eclipse the
magnificence
of Lin
Grand Terminal
Station in New
York. This edifice, which will tower
over the busy Clemson Campus to a
height of exactly eighty thousand, a
hundred and seven and five-eighths
inches, will be constructed of the
finest grade of pink and blue cement. The cement is to be poured
so as to give stripes and streaks of
the mixture, and will be tested by
Professor Betty for strength.
By
using no water in the mixture Professor Betty plans to cut the cost of
construction in half, as there will
be no time lost in waiting for the
concrete to dry out.
On .top Of the building is to be a
beautiful roof garden under the
care of Ed Freeman, college horticulturist which will be exclusively
for the use of cadets
and fair
guests. Dances are to be held everv
night from ten til six. The music at
.these dances is certain to be good,
as Wingo and his "Hell-cat" B.ugle
corps will.furnish the hominy.; All
dances will be under the personal
chaperonaue of Colonel F. L. Munson, known to the boys as "Freddie", who has resigned his position
as commandant of the college in order to accept the position of chief
chaperone.
Colonel Munson is of
nation-wide fame, being ,the originator of the saying: "When I feel
the need of a sweet I always reach
for a Lucky."
The lower floor of the depot has
been let to F. L. Mnontieth, "Lunches
or Dinners Served Anytime (within
three hours after ordering)". Mr.
Montieth anticipates a rushing business, but wishes it understood that
he will not do the rushing. A complete line
of Chesterfields and
Beechnut Chewing Gum will be carried. Mr. Montieth will also have
a large Oriental Tea Room on the
third floor, as well as an Automat
in the basement.
The devouring
appetites of the milling masses necessitate such a number of eann ;
places.
Several of the faculty menrbers
are deserting their posts for more
remunerative positions with the rail
road.
Professore W. E. Godfrey
is to hold the lucrative position of
train caller. Many railroad officials
assert that Prof. Godfrey has the
ideal' train caller's voice with a
wide range of tones, one for every
station, in fact.
The trains will run underground
to the station, and ' one will leave
every ten seconds In each of the six

ter years, was the retirement of our
honored president, Dr. Sikes. Coming as it did, entirely without warn
ing, it gave the cadet corps one of
the greatest shocks it has had since
the night of the big wind in Ireland, and leaves us absolutely at a
loss as to what will nappeu next.

Perhaps Tiaertown and all of Tiger i'andom are showing more interest in the new track squad that
is now working out on Riggs field
than the supporters of .the Purple
and Gold have ever manifested in
Dr. Sikes, being a strong and roany team that Clemson ever mus- bust young man who has enjoyed
tered.
Since this team is to enter several years of the carefree a-id
meets with such strong aggregation.-, happy-go-lucky life of our college
as the athletic clubs of New York,
president, was expected to be still
Chi:ago, London and Paris, and going strong after the lapse of anhave already bettered the records of other forty-seven-odd years.
But
all these opponents, this flood of such could not be, for our president
enthusiasm is
justly manifested. appears to be entirely human and
These veterans of the cinder-path
as susceptible to the inexorable deare now under the able mentors. mands of nature as anyone else. But
"Rock" Calhoun,
"Wee Willei"
now who would have thought this
Klugh, and "Rastus" Johnson. The would cause the guiding hand of
ability of .this
coaching staff is
our president destiniees' to retire?
known both in America and Europe. When asked to give the details ok
These tracksters, who are known this seemingly unreasonable action.
as the 'Ball o' Dust", have already Dr. Sikes became very reticent, and
passed their final tryouts and aro would say nothing more than that
now ready to enter their first meet. four out of five must, each night,
The following is a list of the mem- have nine hours of peaceful and unbers of the .team and some of their j interrupted communion with Moraccomplishments:
pheus, and the fifth one must inva"Fleet Fat" Hall and "The Straw- riably have eight if the schoolgirl
berry Streak," "Red" Youngblood, ' complexion is not to pay the price.
will represent Clemson in the hun- Therefore, Dr. Sikes has, after a
dred and two-twenty yard dashes. due consideration of the matter,
Fat and Straw are known from decided to retire rather than have
coast to coast as the "Flying Phan his complexion suffer.
toms of Dixie". It is difficult to
say~ which of- these'two is the fastest; however, Hall usualy wins by a
few inches of abdomen.
The four-forty
and
half mile
-•"'■rints will be run by Rats "Pug''
Youngblood and Bill Neely. It has
been, truly said that these boys take
their distances as if they were mere.
'y a few paces.
Rat "Marathon" Wall is the onlv
man in America who* runs the mile
and two mile as if they were dashes.
The diminutive Wall is one of the Juniors to Stage a Drill for
greatest men ever to appear on an
Benefit of Students at
eastern track.
Academy
"Heavy Hell-Hole" and "Powerful Patridge" are the masters of the
weights. These two giants are unexcelled in the art of tosing missiles/
Everyone :has noticed the platoon.
Shorty Knoph (Bo) and "Palm- of Juniors, who are going .to camp
olive" Jones are sure to carry of this summer, practicing right face
honors in the high jump and broad and present arms on the small paJump.
rade ground every evening after
"Big Bill" Gunnels and "Lank" supper, and many wild guesses
B.urris have already excelled tha have been made about this seemOlympic record in the pole-vault ingly aimless drill. At last you are
Both men have attained the height going to be let in on the deep, dark
of fifteen feet, seven and nine-tenths secret.
This platoon, is going to
inches.
West Point to give the boys up
there a little demonstration of how
it should be done, and how!
directions North, South, East, West,
The West Pointers aren't the only
Down and Up. The Southern has
made some changes in schedule in ones who have a big surprise in
order to run their slow trains with store for them because the aforsthe Flyers of the Blue Ridge Lines. mentioned platoon is going to kill
It is hoped to put the new schedule the joy of our friendly enemies
into effect on February 29, 193 0, from the Citadel and take first honat which time the building will be ors in the competitive drill at camp
this summer.
completed.

CLEMSON TO PARADE

FOR WEST POINTERS

notice that the Navy Department imorpvements about the college.
has decided to install at Clemson a At last the point has been reached
special unit of machine gunnery. when the cadets can enjoy these
This course in machine gunnery will new measures. For instance, elevabe given in four years as part of tors are to be installed in the Main
the R. O. T. C. training. The in- Building. One elevator is to be instruction in
this
course will stalled in each end of the building,
be divided into
the
following n orocr to make it posible for the
courses: self-defense with the ma- cadets to reach their classes on time
hine gun, best method to use the and to retain their records as tenmachine gun in rum running, a second men. New boys will be desuccessful hold up with the machine tailed to operate the elevators, and
Sun and a gangsters best use oi all frosh should be pleased to hear
the gun. In this advanced age, the that 1:rooms will no,; be considered
..■Id 'Single shot gun has passed to part of the equipment necessary for
the beyond and the machine gun class. The chapel will be removed
is coming more into favor each day. (o make way for one of .these elevaWhenever there is a hold-up or a tors, and Room 19 for the other.
gangster's war the machine playc- This will necessitate the abolition of
.at important part in it and there- "11 chapel services and militaryfore this course in machine gun- science classes. Of course this will
nery will be a great help to tag be the cause of muon regret to the
higher glass of bootlegers, gang- students, Inu rr.any .things must go
sters, hcld-up men and to the gen- in the name of progress.
A system is to be arranged tr>
tle- peaceful, home-loving citizen it
make entrance into the Commandwill bo invaluajble.
After four years of instruction in ant's office more connortable and at
this course the graduates are guar- ease. An easy chair will be artisanteed a position with the biggest tically mounted on a scoot cart
bootleggers and gangsters in the which will be driven at a rapid clip
country. This course is given cs- | by an electric motor. All that a Capecially to
those contemplating det need to to enter the most august
living in Chicago. In Chicago, it i£ and benign presences will be to
comfortably in the
aid,. people live the most peaceful place himself
chair.
This
will
automatically fire
;nd secluded life ol any other city
in the United States, therefore those a charge in the office and fill the
students who desire to be among office with clouds of dense sweetthe nation's leading citizens will be si elling smoke. At the ' same inenrolled in this course at Clemson. stant that the terrific explosion
"Scarface" Al Capone in a recent takes place the door will be opened
communication to this college sta- and the scoot- cart shot in. An auted that such a course at any col- tomatic arm will remove the cadet's
lege was one of the best that could cap and place it in his left hand,
be taken. He also states that •? while his right is brought by ansuch a course had been available other lever to the correct position
at the time he was in college he for salute. The value of the smokewould have taken advantage of it explosion is to allow .the cadet sufand in doing so would have mad > ferers to get up courage to, ask for
their permits and to inform the Colhis business much more profitable.
A valuable addition to this course onel, without disturbance, that somewill be a course in the uses of gases j one wishoT to see him
The most important improvement
in gang warfare. This is rather an j
innovation, but scientists predict : has been, the beautifying of the
that in a few years all up-to-lhe- • grounds in front of the engineering
second gangs will use gas. Instruc- building. Where many months was
tion in this course will be by Pri- a scar on the face of the earth !«■
vate "Ballyhoo" Johnson, who be- now one of the most, beautiful spots.
fore his reduction was a Lieuten- j on this paradise of ours. The fame
ant. Private Johnson has been in , of beautiful Magnolia Gardens is
the habit of annoying the Junior outdone, for many foreigners visitclass with his gas attacks at noon ing the campus say that the enginon Wednesday, and it is felt that he eering grounds are the most beautiwill be the ideal man for the job. ful gardens they have even seen
"Snub" Pollard will give a few dem- Especially 'beautiful is the lake of
onstration lectures on the produc- crystal clear water in which swim
tion of different gases, as an inter- many 'fish of multi-colored hues. At
nights when the moonlight diffuses
rsting adjunct.
The introduction of this course its soft radiance over the beautiful
to Clemson was the result of hard lake and the breezes of spring softwork for many months by the offi- ly ripple the shimmering surface,
cials of the college.
As Clemson the grounds are indeed things of
is the fourth college in the South beauty. Dr. F. H. H. "Rock" Calto have such a course there was houn predicts that even though the
much competition for it among the lake has appeared within the past
other large colleges of the South. ten months, it will proba'bly, geoClemson is indeed fortunate in get- logically speaking, remain in it's
ting this course offered by the Navy present state for some time.
Department.
(Continued on page 7)
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This is the Plane Dallas Sherman and the Mood Twins have just completed in the Wood Shop,
and is Designated as the Clemson Standard Aeroplane
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Now that the Spring Holiday (beg pardon, extended weekend) is over we students will have nothing to look forward to
except June. This is a deplorable state of affairs, and on
this account Dr. Sikes has granted a pre-summer vacation
of six weeks. Still we are not satisfied. What we want is a
holiday beginning September 12th and ending June 5th. We
think this is a reasonable length of time, as it will give us
three month's vacation to recuperate from the effects ofj^the
college year.
There are several good reasons why we should have such
a holiday. One is that we will have to work when we get
out of here, and it is not reasonable that we should work
here too. When we start earning our bread and butter we
will have a chance to learn all we need to know, so what
is the use of learning it now only to forget? Again, classes
are verily a gripe and in order that we should get the very
best impression of college life we should not have any
gripes. The impressions given the very young are the ones
that they carry throughout life. Would you ruin our lives
by making us attend classes?

LEFAX AND OTHER LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS
COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS
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ALSO

NORMS & WHITMANS
CANDIES
THE BEST GOLD DRINKS SERVED AT OUR FOUNTAIN
OPEN SUNDAYS

L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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For years a college education without classes has been
our dream and to-day it seems our dream will be realized.
Dr. Enoch T. Oilcan, president of the Southwestern College
of Poetry and Prose, says in an address before the foremost
educators of America: "Only by giving the students four
year loaf can we be assured that their minds will be in
that state receptive to all good which designates a man as
college bred." There you are, Clemson. We mustn't be
outdone or we will be out-of-date. We expect to see an
order soon absolutely banning all classes at Clemson.
We also have a plan whereby the faculty will not be thrown
out of jobs.. Some of them can be valets to the studeS and
the others can-driv.e the busses, planes, etc., carrying the
students off oh their weekly tours! Some of them can probably obtain jobs as waiters in the mess-hall, as under the
new rule breakfasts will be brought all cadets in bed.
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The Chain-Gang that will soon start the building of Anderson County roads
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CADETS OF OTHER
DAYS MADE WHGOPEE
April Fool Pranks Outclassed
Present Day Deviltry

I*

The flaming youth of today may
be the target of much criticism by
his elders, but a sojourn into the history of the past reveals that his ancestors
may
occasionally
have
swerved from the straight and narrow path of rectitude and model decorum. This situation is especially
true with regard to Clemson students, and is particularly noteworthy
with respect to the observance ot
April first.
In order properly to appreciate
the motives which lay behind the
pranks of Clemson cadets of the
past, it is necessary to examine .the
situation in which they found themselves. There were no movies in
the early days, travel was slow and
permits were far between.
Aside
from attending classes and formations, the Clemson student of the
nineties and the first part of the
twentieth century found little to occupy his time. A natural result ensued, and the pent-up energy was
released in strange and curious ways
Back in 1903, a new flag pole had
been erected near the* chapel on
Bowman field. A group'of cadets
•conceived a brilliant idea, and spent
most of the month of March in
preparing to execute it. Securing a
workshop in the rear of what'is now
Dillard's Shoe Shop, they set about
to make- a Confederate flag. On a
clear morning they began to complete
the 'coup." Bringing the Stars and
Bars to the site of the flagpole, they
hauled down the National colors,
hitched the Confederate banner onto
the lanyard and started to raise it.
Colonel Sirmyer, then commandant,
appeared on the scene, and, determined to stop the proceedings,
grabbed the rope with an iron grip.
Not the least daunted, the cadets
raised both flag and the comman
dant, leaving the dignified officer
suspended between heaven and earth
They refused to lower him until
he promised that the emblem of
Dixie should not be molested. After
.his compliance and safe descent to
terra firma, President Mell called a
hurried conference of the cadets at
which a compromise was effected.
The band was summoned and played
■"Dixie" while the Confederate flag
was lowered, following with "The
Star Spangled Banner" as the National color was again hoisted. The
incident gained wide publicity, and
legend haa it that Clemson was on
tie verge of securing a. Carnegie
library but that negotiations were
broken off on this account.
Buggies, wagons and horses suffered countless indignities at April
lirst celebrations in those hectic
days. One commandant stalked into
his office on an April Pool morning
to be met face to face by a sleepylooking and decidly uncouth grey
mule. A grey horse, the pride ot
''Daddy" Furnian, spent the night
of March 31st in ''Daddy's" class
room in the Main building, welcoming his master on .the following
morning. The old post office ouilding stood below the present trustee
house, and had a flat roof. Every
April first found "Daddy's" twowheeled sulkey perched atop the
Structure, and the venerable processor of English steadfastly refused
to .touch it until the cadets had
hauled it down.
One April morning ' the corps
awoke for reveille to find the small
parade ground literally filled with
wagons, buggies, horses, mules and
every other form of vehicle, animal
and structure that could be moved.
One Prof. iMlcLucas, of the English
department, had come to Clemson
from Carolina bearing, the nickname
of "Goat". His intense dislike for
this cognomen inspired a group of
students to stage a historic prank.
In the dead of night they stole
across the Seneca river, procured a
vicious billy-goat,' and with the aid
of a ladder against' the Main; building, placed' tn'e: aniniaT in p'ro'f. McLucas' classrponi. When, the.gentle-
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man appeared next morning and
discovered his guest ae attempted
to make friends and lure the intruder outside. Tne goat lowered his
nead and made for the pedagogue
who escaped the room and slammed
the door just in time to see the
goat burFt through, bringing one or
the door panels with him.
When the President's office was
located in the present Registrar's office and the Commandant held forth
in the space now occupied by the
Business Manager, an April Fool
morning found a striped barber pole
standing beside the President's door
and a weatherbeaten shoe shining
stand by that of the commandant.
At one time, members of the faculty conducted chapel exercises, taking a week's exercises in rotation.
One of the professors invariably
confined his devotionals to repeating the Lord's Prayer, and being
unable to commit it 10 memory, had
the Prayer typed on a slip of paper
and inserted it in the Bible at the
beginning of that week so .that he
could read it. On an April first
morning, one cadet slipped into
chapel before the exercises began
and appropriated the typewritten
Prayer. At the conclusion of the
exercises the corps stood with bowed
heads while the professor searched
for his notes. As the minutes wore
on everybody saw the, humor of the
situation-) and the service finally
ended amid laughter and without
prayer being offered.
Professor Brodie was holding
chapel exercises on one April Fool's
morning. He had proceeded about
.halfway. iur.cugh. .the. services when
an alarm clock underneath the reading stand began to ring lustily. He
paused until the clock had run
down and was about to resume when
another clock concealed behind a
portrait of John C. Calhoun opened
up. Soon alarm clocks were ringing all over the chapel and, the
corps was dismissed with great confusion.
In 1907 occurred the forerunner
of what was destined to be the
most unfortunate celebration in the
history of the college. The corps
elected to declare a-holiday on April
first. They all assembled on Bowman field, clad in the most fantastic
costumes they could devise. A cadet
selected to act as cadet colonel obtained a horse from Clinkscalej'
stables and rode out to lead maneuvers.
Practically all morning
the students paraded across the field
in every conceivable formation, with
their colonel mimicking the commandant and keeping a large group
of spectators heartily amused. The
corps received a warning after this
episode, but it was not taken seriously as subsequent events disclosed.
A petition for a holiday on April
1, 1908 was denied.
Early that
morning more than 300 freshmen,
sophomores and juniors formed on
the parade ground and marched off
to Pendleton for a day of hilarious
celebration. Flags and class banners
were floating, drums beating, and
everybody seemed in a happy mood.
Efforts to stop the march were all
in vain. The three hundred were
decked out in weird clothes and all
set to paint the town red. The day
was most decidly disappointing from
the standpoint of whoopee. Pendleton. held out but small attraction,
and the tired crew tramped wearily
home at dusk, They were met. at
the campus by the military department, placed under arrest, and the
entire, .contingent either dismissed
or suspended for the remainder of
the year. Those reinstated during
the following year formed the 'Pendleton Guards", a club -which remained until the last member of
their number" had graduated. Numbers of the original crew never returned to college: This affair was
the climax of April Fool pranks, and
after 19,08. the stunts practiced were
generally harmles apcl without serious consequences.
Some of the men who were leaders
in these-escapades at Clemson .are
now presidents and directors of important corporations; others dignified lawyers or doctors; one or two
are ministers; and—whisper it softly!"—more than one now graces the
faculty of r Clen»son;r College. ,. ...
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handles" for a straw hat.! ! !
"How old are you?"
18. "Hedge Hog" ventured »o
' I'se seventy-three, jedge."
far as to "dare say."
"Are you sure?"
19. Dr. 'D. W." pulled a new
"Yass, suh."
joke.
' Mandy, you don't look seventy1. Major Cobb rate* only a.
20. "Barber" Bailey, Frank Mon- three."
'SARG" in the estimation of the
tieth. "Lon"
Faulkenbery, and
"I'se sure, jedge."
ladies.
After a few moments the trial
2. Prof. Fernow has lost his Chief Allison were seen fishing on
the banks of the Seneca during was interrupted by Mandy. "Jedge,
"Green Hat".
suh,I was wrong when I said my
3. "Lanky" Burriss and "Shor- the high water.
ty" Knopf are teaching dancing NO RECALLS OR COMEBACKS, age was seventy-three, tha's my
just" measure.
4.
'Mame" Roth and "Hard
ETC.
Rock" Stevenson have • dicontinueu
Tragedy!
their trips to Anderson.
Bill Lippincott has swapped his
5. Everybody is passing "Steam"
orange colored necktie for a green
The meeting it was sudden,
now.
one; also his knickers for a pair ot
The parting "it was sad;
6. "Jug-Head" Eaddy is the
white ducks.
She gave her young life meekly,
"Big Wheel" of 'I" Company.
Doc Taylor told a funny joke.
The only one she had.
7. "Jay" Adams has kicked an"Sneeze" Rose's girl has promised
other girl—the rude thing.
to come to the next dance.
She sleeps beneath the willows,
8. The wind tore the curtains
"Lon Chaney" actually smileo.
Peacefully resting now,
off Professor Tate's "Chariot".
yesterday.
But that's what always happens,
9.
'Fat" Hall is gradually re"Little Joe" Hunter proved the
When a freight-train meets a
ducing.
"45 is not equal to 45, but 1 is
cow.
10. Bill Campbell is one of the equal to 2".
biggest fish that "Andy Gump"
Major Cobb inspected the other
Sandy's Short Story
left in the ocean.
night without asking for something
11. Bill Player lasted for & :o eat.
"There are four requisites to ft
whole dance.
B,en Boleman is the pride of good short story," explained th«
12. Hoke Sloan cashed another
English teacher to the class. 'BrevTownville.
check.
ity, a reference to religion, some as"Fat" Hall pole-vaulted two feet
13. "Hank" Dorset has quit grip- yesterday—he's out for track.
sociation with royalty, and an iling.
Now with
April the first is April Fool's Day lustration of modesty.
14. "Pedro" Gibson had a date
these four things in mind, I will
in Central—cross my heart.
give you 30 minutes to write a
"What's that racket about out
15. Professor Sherrill lost his there in the barn?" asked a neigh- story."
job as shoe clerk in a ladies' de- bor.
Ten minutes later the hand of
"Ma's trying to set a hen," replied Sandy went up.
parment store, due to his lack of
the club boy. "and you know pa's
"That is fine, Sandy," she comhair.
county agent, and he's tryin' to tell
plimented, "and now read your story
16. Fred Rush, the noted sports her how."
to the class."
writer, is taking full advantage ot
Sandy read: " My Gawd,' said the
the ball season.
In the course of the trial the
17. Spring
is
here!
'Hog' judge turned to the Negro woman countess, 'take your hand off my
Player traded his only pair of "long- on the stand and asked:
knee.' "

BELIEVE IT OR NOT

Both were emancipators
While Lincoln was freeing the slaves
by war, McCormick by his invention of
the reaper was freeing the farmers from
needless toil.
The telephone today is adding to man s
freedom by saving time and effort on a
scale unknown in earlier civilizations.

Itself an expression of progress, the telephone offers increasing opportunities to
men who look and plan ahead. Workers
in the Bell System, whether in technical
or business activities, are constantly developing the vision into the fact of better
public service.

BELL SYSTEM
A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones
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known by his loving students, is

to grow a mustache.
This WINTHROP NEGKERS
CORRECTION TO RE
BEAUTIFUL MARRIAGE going
rumor is heard with alarm at the
*S hotel, and we hope it is unfounded,
for a moustache would probably
GOP LOVING CONTEST MAGE IN LAST TIGER
WEEKS' SOCIAL EVENT overbalance
his brain, and make

promotion of Lieutenants Balcar and
R. W. Johnson to captaincies,,
should have read as follows: Lieutenants P. G. Balcar and R. W.
Johnson, now stationed at Clemson
College, have been reduced to the
grade of private for constituting
public nuisances. All roles will be
changed accordingly."
The staff wishes to apologize for
the error, and in the future will try
to state facts.

him walk stoop-shouldered.
This
would indeed be a calamity, since
Prof. "Pete" Wilson Takes as the Apollo-like figure of Betty is Foul by Sackman Causes ClemThe Tiger staff wishes to call atthe talk of the campus.
son to Lose to Fair
Wife Miss "Squeezer"
tention to a notice in the last
Another shower will be given
Opponents
McHugh, Campus Belle
week's Tiger which was in error.
Professor Betty at the earliest opThis
notice, which announced the
portunity, and all are cordially invited to attend. It is rumored that
(wmiwaigiREiiasigBBragigigffatasiigfc^^
One of tlie most beautiful events Dr. Fernow will concede the use of
The Winthrop LovingClub met
IS'
of the past week -was the marriage the spray pond for this event.
the Clemson Necker's Society last
of Professor "Red-Nose-Pete" WilSaturday and Sunday nights to deson to Miss "Squeezer" McHugh.
cide the petting championship of the
We do the work RIGHT—using the latest
state. The contest was conducted
This marriage, solemnized at the
home of the bride, took place last
under the rules authorized by the
South Carolina Teacher's Asociation,
Thursday evening at 1 o'clock. T;ie
and was under the personal superservice was conducted by the Rev.
It gets all the dirt and grease—cannot harm the finish
vision of Professor "Pete" Wilson,
S. R. Crouch.
You can rely on us for expert polishing and greasing
The bride was dressed in a beautithe holder of the all-world all-time
necking championship.
Many caful traveling frock of white tub
dets attended the contest, and all
silk with hose to match and very
becoming green satin hat. Around
declared that they learned some
the bride's satiny throat was a
new points which they would put in
All Cadets Take Week-end to practice at the first opportunity
string of finest pearls, the weddingSaiEEEisiIlllSlH^
Trips by Air
One unfortunate
event occurred
gift of her husband.
Professor Wilson was dressed in
which marred somewhat the serenOur dreams have come true at ity of the evenings, and this was
che usual evening clothes, his Prince
Albert and morning trousers with last. The Cadets have long waited the continual catching on fire of
white spats and satin topper setting for the time to come when they the curtain surrounding the rostrum
him up as a model young bride- would not have to worry about on wnich the contest was conducted.
"how am I going to see my girl A bucket brigade was formed to ex
groom.
tinguish the blazes, and all proceedThe young couple entered the this week-end?"
After much speculation, untol.J ed peacefully. The Winthrop Club
room and marched to the altar to
the stately strains of Mendelhsson's meditation, and due deliberation, it won the meet on a foul by Sackman,
"Sweethearts on Parade". Young has been decided that Clemson shall who was penalized for unnecessary
Master R. C. Woodruff served as own aeroplanes. The committee se- roughness.
ring bearer, and looked very boyish lected to put this before Dr. Sikes
SHHBEBaaSHaSEISmiSEElE
in his satin blouse and velvet shorts. were: Freddie Munson, Scotchman
R. L. Sweeney was best man and Oberg and Captain Harcombe. Dr.
YOUNG GENTLEMEN
.
the groom's father willingly gave Sikes passed the bill with a bang,
his consent to the wedding when much to our surprise.
KEEP THAT WELL GROOMED APPEARANCE
Any young gentleman wishing to
he heard the details. Only a few
The small parade ground is to he learn the secrets of scientific bridge
HAIR CUTS
of the closer friends of the family converted into the takeoff ground. playing may do so for a small sum
were present at the ceremony. The The -Tew Shop is to be enlarged, under the direction of an admitted
SHAVES
house was banked inside with beau- which will take one of the Physics master of the art, Colonel F. L.
MESSARGES
tiful American Beauty roses, the laboratories from this department. Munson. Colonel Munson will hold
gift of the college to the young This then is to he used as the ticket his bridge classes and lectures in
professor and his bride. Immediate- office.
Room 19 every Sunday morning
ly after the ceremony the happy two
The purpose of this new branch from 11:30 until 12:30.
Anyone
caught the midnight train for Eos- at Clemson is for those Cadets who interested go by Captain Oberg's and
SLOAN'S ARCADE
BARRACKS NO. 1
ton, where Professor Wilson intends do not rate week-ends to go to 'Win- talk it over with him. Reasonable
to manufacture carbarn rheastats throp, Converse, and other beauty rates and results guaranteed.—Adv.
for schools and colleges.
Their colleges and see their girls between
many friends on the campus and church and retreat on Sundays. You
in the barracks combine in wishing do not have to worry about whether
these two young people a cup full you will see your girl or not, for
that has been settled.
Our dear
of happiness.
Matrons at the different colleges,
have agreed to excuse any girl wno
has a Clemson date, so she may be
able' to pay the <;adet for his
troubles.
Cadets S'herman, Johnson, Green
and the Mood twins are building the
planes, which are to. be used for
this purpose. Do you have to worry
Delicious and Refreshing
about the money to entertain your
girl friend? No, your worries are
all over. Fredie Munson has agreed
to let a cadet have any sum ho
wishes as long as he pays it back
one
year after graduation. All the
Prof. Beatty Given Shower by
gas and oil , is to be issued by
by Senior Mechanicals
Scotchman Oberg tree of charge,
and ■ Capt. Harcombe says he will
gladly serve ready prepared meals
'to those who are to be in the air
Since last week all engagements
during lunch time by drawing the
that occur around this "burg" will lunches up to them in his Packard
THE FELLOW THAT SHOUTS
he announced in this column, by
plane.
"KILL THE UMPIRE',' LCUDE5T,
special order of the Commandant: '
The planes will be of the For!
USUALLY WOULDN'T HURT
Tri-motored type, but have only
A FLEA. ORDINARILY HE'S
one scat, which is to be about, two
JUST GOTTEN ALL HOT AND
and one-half feet wide, so as to be
ENGAGEMENT OP CIJEMSON'S
BOTHERED AND NEEDS
more
comfortable while filling our
"3-L,ETTBR" MAN
dates. Each Cadet will be required
NOTHING SO MUCH AS AN
to disassemble his plane and carry
ICE-COLD COCA-COLA AND
it to his room immediately on arTHE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES.
The engagement of Professor riving on campus.
The cadets will have to abide by
"Brutal Bernard" Betty, one of the
Millions have found
the
following general order as read
faculty infants, to Miss Tootsie
that this pure drink of
Mills was announced at a shower by Fred Rush:
natural flavors, with its
Paragraph 1; General order No.
given Professor Betty by the Senior
delicious
taste and cool
Mechanical class. This shower WM 999,999 is hereby rescinded and in
after-sense
of
refreshment,
the
future
no
cadet
will
be
allowed
enjoyed by all, Professor Betty havto
own
or
operate
any
kind
of
aumakes
a
little
minute
long
ing been greatly in need of *
tomobile
on
or
around
the
campus
ugh
for
a
big
rest.
shower since someone threw that
egg at him. However, the detec- and must provide himself with the
The one who pauses to
©VE*
tives are on the culprit's trail, and Clemson standard Aeroplane.
refresh himself laughs at
Paragraph 2: The Cadets who
arrests will be made soon. It is
the overheated fellow.
understood that Professor B,etty will have the most accidents per month
The Coca-Cola Co.. Atlanta, Ga.
sue for damages, to wit: one hat- will be required to perform before
the
whole
Cadet
Corps
over
Bowgreen hat, now in the museum. This
MILLION
hat was found later in the woods man's Field the following Saturday
\ DAY
behind the laundry, where Professor morning at inspection.
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
By order,
Betty suspects some student triad
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
Private P. D. Q. Johnson,
unsuccessfully to kill them all.
fcn-7
/
Detached Convicts, Leaven Worth
It is also rumored that "Brutal
GET
GOOD
T
O
B
E
T
O
WHERE
I
S
I
T
HAD
I T
Prison, U. S. A.
B»tty"
as ae is affectionately

LET US WASH YOUR GAR

MARQUETTE MIST METHOD

PLANES PROVIDED

FOR WEEK-END TRIPS

COLLEGE GARAGE

Cliff Crawford

DRY CLEANING, PRESSING AND
SHOE REPAIRING
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ENGAGEMENT OF
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NEW COURSE TO
FAMOUS TIGER BALL
'55
BE INSTALLED HERE TO BE FREE AND HOT

Cornell Department of Chemistry Parlor Engineeringto Be AdDiscovery.
ded to Curriculum
General announcement of the Cor(By the Appropriated Stress;
nell Department of Chemistry, conClemson
College, April 1—Clemcerning .the discovery of woman, a
son is to have .the long eededn
new element.
course in Parlor Engineering added
Symbol: Wo.
to its curiculum next term. This
suggestion was brought up by Dr.
A member of the human family.
Taylor, former movie actor, and
Occurrence: Can be found wher- passed by a unanimous vote. Clemever man exists.
Quality depends son is the first college in this state
up on the state in which it is found. to have this course. The need of
Usually the United States is to be it has been long felt. It has been
a common thing to hear that an enpreferred.
gineer in the parlor is worth two
Physical Properties: All colors on the job.
Clemson men have
and sizes. Always appears in dis- been successful in everything but
guised condition; Surface seldom social loving since the history of
unprotected by a coat of paint or the college. We see a suden ima film of powder. Boils at nothing provement coming in with this new
and may freeze at any moment. course.
However, it melts when properly
Dr. D. W. Daniel, former auctiontreated.
Very bitter if not use i eer and medicine salesman, is to be
properly.
head of this new department. He
Chemical Properties:
Very ac- lias had a great deal of experience
tive. Possesses a great affinity for in this field, and took a special
Gold, Platinum, and precious stones course last summer in order to be
of all kinds. Has great ability to able to teach more efficiently. Dr.
absorb all kinds of expensive foods Taylor, who has just completed a
conducted
at any time. Undissolved by liquids correspondence course
but activity greatly increased when through the aid of The United Masaturated
with
spirit
solutions. trimonial Bureau, is expected to
Turns green when placed near a help quite a bit with the theoretical
Seventeen ex-stenograbetter looking speciman. Fresh va- side of it.
riety has greater attraction. High- phers and fifteen telephone operaly dangerous and explosive when in tors have been employed to assits in
the laboratory. The Lab is to be
inexperienced hands
-The Periscope. (COKER) conducted by Will Rogers Clarke,
former Civil Engineer and Piccolo
Player. Mr.
Clarke is the besi.
adapted man for the job, and will
Coker Chemistry Department An- give a theoretical course in social
nounces New Element
contact in addition to the Parlor
Engineering Lab.
All students who wish to sign up
The chemistry department of Coker College announce the discovery for this work will see Dr. Daniel at.
Montieth's Lunch Room on Sunday
of a new element, "Man".
morning.
Remember that four
Symbol: Ego.
hours credit, two of theory and four
Formula: M„AN4. Two parts mad- of Lab, will be given in this course.
cap, 1 part ability, and four parts Clases will be held in the new Parlor Building on Wednesday and
nawby-pamhy.
Sunday nights
from eight until
Occurrence: May be found in some twelve-thirty.
form wherever one looks.
Exists
in three states, married, single, and
divorced. Quality depends on temperament and age.
Physical properties: Density remarkably intense.
Attracted most
overwhelmingly by one's own self.
Upon being crossed by another element become highly incensed and
sometimes corrosive. Becomes mobile if carefully, gently, and cautiously treated.
Sensitiveness of
.the element necessitates its being
handled with sugar-coated tongs of
tact.
Some speciments possess a
weighty dignity—a specific gravity
giving appearance of utter sophistication. Exists in all sizes and
colors, the elongated variety being
much preferred.
Chemical Properties: Either extremely active (but only under the
most favorable conditions), or intolerably sluggish and inert.
In
fact the inertia of the element is
one of the most characteristic properties.—the element preferring to
remain in an eternal state of rest
unless acted upon by an external
force.
Posses great affinity lor
food, .the application of which produces a most marked effect in the
readiness of the e-.ement to react
where it hitherto had been most
stubborn in activeness.
State of
inertia entirely evaporates if ele
ment is mixed -«"• - little dilute
XXX Behaves most pecularl"
in presence of Wo.
Unlike Wo,
who is said to turn green when
placed in presence of better appearing specimen, Ego shows i?
reaction whatever, apparently unaware of any existing properties
surpassing its own.
Easily magnetized by Wo if taken unaware*-experiment must be carefully performed however, for if one attempts
to make the element become magnetized, element shows certain disaggreeable properties.
Nothing so
exasperating as aged specimen that
reacts as if young!

Twelve Hundred Girls Expected to Attend—All Will
Be Hot

PAGE FIVE

will not be required to meet any
classes or formations on Saturday or
Sunday after the dance.
Of course admission will be free,
so drag it around and tell George
about the skirt and save all parties
concerned a few sleepless nights
and six or eight nightmares abotu
the damsels in distress.

IT'S SHE
A frat brother offers the suggestion that they call a sailing
vessed "she", not because her rigging is so expensive, but because
he makes her best showing in the
wind.
—The Wink.

Gather round all ye who love to laamMEisisigHsssiHgcsH^
trip the light fantastic or shake a
cruel hoof. The annual Tiger Ball
will be pulled off in the new gym on
Friday, April 12, at ten P. M. or
thereabouts. If you aren't Jomins
YOU WEAR THEM—WE REPAIR THEM
get out of the way and let the crowd
through. Line forms on the light.
All Work Guaranteed
Shop r.arly and avoid the rush. Come
right forward and don't be bashful
about telling George Sacknian the
name of that girl who is coming up
"Down Town"
on your bid, 'cause if you don't, she
might have to spend the night in
HsaaHHiaiiaisiHHHmHagi^^
the Guard Room.
The mutlc will be furnished by
Clemson's world famous Drum and
Bugle Corps, and you can bet that
last rag that they will be plenty
Compare the Promptness of our Shoe Work and Pressing with
others
hot, otherwise our spacious ball
Look at your shoes. A man is low down when he is on hi?
room would not be crowded by an
uppers.
army of laborers who are lining it
I always stand by the Tigers.
with asbestos throughout.
Now let your conscience be your guide.
The color scheme will be "BlacK
and White" and we hope that it is
JIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP
real Scotch. We have it on excelSIRS. PEARL TAYLOR, Manager
lent authority (from the dispenser
of Cadet "Stationery") that all cadets who go to the dance will have
all of their demerits taken off, and ♦JMJ^^JMJMJ^;)*"**^;** w M ^

SHOES

DILLARD SHOE SHOP
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PRE-SUMMER VACATION
TO BE INSTITUTED
The cadets learn with interest that

due to the fact that the Spring Holiday was only of two months duration, there will be a pre-summer
vacation of six weeks.
This will
allow the cadets ample opportunity
to return in time to pack their
trunks for the summer holiday.
The holidays were instigated by the
president, who. stated that "extended granting of holidays causes the
cadets to accept them with that
nonchalant finesse which so distinctly characterizes the college student."

Now Finds
Sad World
Young Again
DREAMS THAT COME TRUE
I am sitting alone in my room tonight,
Dreaming and smoking my old cob
pipe;
I smoke and dream, and dream until
I get a plot, and get a thrill.
I am in the writing game, you see;:
And the pipe-dreams softly bring to me '
Scenes of carnage where the red blood
ran.
And the dreams all come from a bright
Blue can.
It's just a can of Edgeworth-cut—
Fragrant as flowers—sweet as a nut;
Of all Fate's kindly gifts to man
Is this gift of dreams from the bright
Blue can.
I sit me down at eve, to smoke;
And soon am wrappe'l in amagic cloak;
It has banished trouble, it has banished pain,
And the sad old world is young again.
J. H. Rockwell
Midland, Michigan.

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobaoc©

Conquering the Cascades
SNOW falls every month in the
year where the Great Northern
crosses the Cascades. Steep, tortuous
grades increase the difficulty of the
railroading problem. Nature has stubbornly resisted man's effort to conquer
the range.
In January, 1929, the new Cascade
tunnel was opened. Man, with electricity as an ally, had conquered the Cascades
The eight-mile bore was
driven in three years—a

record impossible without electric
power. And electrification has been
extended to the entire 7 5-mile route
through the mountains.
The conquests of electricity on the
land and on the sea, in the air, and
underground, are making practicable
the impossibilities of yesterday. As
our vision encompasses wider horizons, electricity appears as
a vital contribution to future
industrial progress and human
welfare.
95-652DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC

r^ B vi B » A i
GENERAL

KIBOTBIC
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCH ENECTADY
SCHENECTADY,

NEW
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Sambo—Henry, does you know
my brudder Tom?
Henry—Yeh, I knows Tom.
Sarahs—He done happen to a
turruble accident yistiddy.
Henry—Whut done happen to dat
nigga?
Sambo—He wuz up on de house
fixin' de roof an fell off in a tuppentime ba'al.
Henry—Did it hu.t him much?
Sambo—'Us
don'
know—dain'
ketch 'im yit
Sp
st.

"Palmolive" Jones started the
Spring Holidays off right by purchasing a package of Lucky Strikes
—Whoopee!
When Is ENOUGH Not ENOUGH?
Arrange the letters E-N-O-U-G-H
in the following sequence: 3-2-1,
6-4-5.

A negro soldier overseas was
sitting down scratching his body unmercifully. His captain approached
and said: " 'S'matter, Rastus??"
Rastus—Cap'm I'se got 'rithmetic bugs.
Cap'm—"Arithmetic bugs, what
Freshman—I've heard quite a are they?
Rastus—Well dey is dis way: dey
bit about you!
Lt. Col. Galloway—That's not adds to de misery, subtracts from
de pleasure, devides de attenshun
strange. I've done quite a bit.
and multiplies like hell!
Hattie—Alice sold her love.
Professor Brearly—I know the
Cattie—Terrible.
best
thing on earth for a bald head.
Hattie—You don't understand;
"Monkey" Sherrill—What's that?
che clog got the mange.
Professor B.rearly—Lots of hair.
Oh, look boys, she's stripped—
Prof. Rawlinson—Women are notNow calm yourselves, my dears,
ed for their desire to talk under
She's driving her new car,
And has merely stripped the gears. all circumstances, but there is one
word that they particularly love.
iMirs. Shiver—What word is that?
You're young only once, but if
Prof. Rawlinson—The last.
you work| it right, once is enough.

Captain Jeffries Now Elucidates on
The "Bungle" Corps!
Our drum and bugle corps is no
longer a thing to be scoffed at.
They have offered a prize of five
dollars .to any cadet, regardless of
rank or sex, who can guess correctly, five times out of ten, what call
is being blown.
They have just
recently adopted the motto: "More
and funnier calls" to entertain the
cadets. Few of th& cadets appreciate their success to this end. They
use the most modern methods available.
Just the other day Capt.
"Mingoe" got a set of silver chimes
to accompany "Rat" Ingles when he
puts the cadets to sleep at eleven
"How dare you swear before me",
with "Home
Sweet Home"—or
cried
an indignant lady.
something that resembles it very
"Excuse me," said the offender,
closely. The Colonel suggested that
the State Champion Hog Caller bo "I didn't know you wanted to swear
obtained to assemble the cadets for first."
their meals. This would help the
Are you sure this is a real alliwonderful organization immensely!
gator?
O'Brian—Yis mam. I shot that
Old Hot-Papa Fernow Gets Military one mesilf.
Old Lady—It looks a bit rubbe'l
NOTICE!
right here.
O'Brian—That's where it struck
Prof. Fernow has declared the
the
ground when it fell out of the
spray pond in the rear of the Entree.
gineering Building off-limits until
after fish-bedding season. (It seems
that the larger fish are in the classroom at present.)

i IUEK

One College Man's Experience
(Told by Himself)
"Well I remember my first day
at college.
I strolled across the
campus, proud to be a freshman.
Some u.pperclassman spotted me and
hazed me. That's all i remember,
except that when I came to we
were all in caps and gowns and
someone handed me a diploma and
I was graduating."
THE NEWEST
I lost a dollar bill yesterday.
Here's a penny of it I found.

Buest (Entering hotel with dog;
—<May I keep my dog in my room
Prof. Clarke—Describe the mechwith me?
anism of a steam shovel.
Hotel Manager—Is it a shaggy
"Racket" Partridge—Don't kid
dog?
me! I know you can't carry steam
on a shovel.
Another New One

Don't tell anybody, not even Hoke
Sloan, but Judge Keller is forming
a "corner". (See Prof. Sherrill.)
He (in a quandary)—Field goal?
She (in a raccoon)—No; very
comfy, thanks!
According to statistics, spinsters
live longer than married women
While there's hope there's life!

i Hello World!
Doggone!
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Come loaf with us and hear our Radio.
welcome at all times.
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Stand by for further announcements.
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It's BILL & BUSS!
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FREE

TRAINING

SCHOOLS

Men wbo are selected to fill field positions with this Company have the advantage of thorough training in the principles and functions of insurance.
There MAY be a place for YOU in our organization after
graduation. Let's get acquainted. Address
W. Caswell Ellis, Vice-President & Agency Manager

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1905
C. O. MIT.FORD, President
Greenville, S. C.
Old Line Life Insurance with low cost GUARANTEED—
Not Estimated
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One—I've lost my new car.
Two—Why don't you report it
to the sheriff?
One—He's the one who took it
This Is His Latest One—"Do you
know," said the barber, who felt
like kidding, "your bald spot is
so smooth, it feels just like my
wife's face."
"By heck!" replied the customer,
feeling the top of his head, "so it.
does!"
Most Likely
Little Girl—I know something I
won't tell.
Old Bachelor—You'll get over
that when you are a litle older.
Too Late for Our "Dairy Special"
Farmer (to druggist)—Now, be
sure an' write plain Npn them bottles which is for the Jersey cow
and which is for my wife. I don't
want nothin' to happen to that jersey cow—The Progressive Farmer.

Him—Every time I kiss you I
feel better.
The Hunt Was Over
Her—Well, don't try to become
"I want a license quick," gasped
an angel all at once.
the young man as he rushed to the
clerk's desk.
"Marriage or hunting license?'
Girls who live in glass houses
Prof. Brearly—How long could
asked the clerk.
should always leave the shades up a person live without brains.
"Marriage," was the reply.
'I've
if there are men on the same street.
Pap Timmerman—I don't know.
hunted long enough. Now I'm goHow old are you?
ing to get married."
Mother
(entering room)—Why
Mabel! Get right down from that
Must'a Been a Fisherman
Dr. Daniel—Why did you put
young man's knees.
"My dear," said the young husquotation
marks
at
the
first
and
Mabel—No, I got here first!
band, "did you speak to the milklast of your paper?
Cadet—I was quoting the man in man about there being no cream on
the milk?"
He-Man—I love you gal!
from of me.
'Yes, I told him about it this
Squaw—Are you talking to me or
morning and he explained it satisto that gallon of liquor?
Noise—Knock-knock-knock.
factorily. I think it quite a credit
Col Faulkenberry--Who is it?
to him, too."
Rat (Wake-up orderly, a bit
"Bo-Peep" Williams—Is this a
"What did he say?"
griped for having to awake him
first class restaurant?
"He said he always filled the botWaiter—Oh, yes, but we don't every morning)—6:30 o'clock, sir, tle so full there was no room on the
and all is fair.
mind serving you.
top for cream."
Faulkenberry—The Lord and I
A newboy passed Col. Munson know it, you may go.
Ike: "Why are you wearing so
without saluting.
Rat—You and the Lord are two many coats on a hot day like this,
Col—Hey, there, why didn't you wise guys—It is 4 oclock and rain- Mike?"
Mike (carrying a paint can):
salute me?
ing like hell! .
"Why, I'm a-goin' ter paint me gaNewboy—Hell, fellow, I'm exrage, begorry, and it says on the can
Ask me another—Did you ever to get best results put on three
cused military duty.
hear that one on the Scotch who
Now I lay me down to rest.
coats."
Before I take tomorrow's test.
Pupil ■ "Say, prof, how long could
The traveling salesman is now
If I should die before I wake,
I. live without brains?"
using
listerine!
Thank God I'll have no test to
Teacher: "That remains to be
take
seen."
"And now, sir," thundered the
"Pa, you remember you promised
Kind Old Party-—I hear you lawyer, "tell -the court what ,you
to give me $5 tt~l passed in school
buried your wife yesterday, Mr. were doing in the interim."
"I didn't go there," was the an- this year?"
Kaupp.
'
." "Yes, Tommy."
gry
reply.
'I stayed in the livingVeil,- Meln' Gott, I had to. She
"Well, Pa', you ain't gqnna bav»
jom the wh< 1
n
that expense.
Vass dead.
Stewed—D'jew ever see me befor?
Also—No.
Stewed—Then how do you know
it's me?
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JUST INSTALLED

A NEW BRAKE-LINING MACHINE

We are now ready to give your car the same service that it receives at the factory.
SINCLAIR GAS AND OIL—SILVERTOWN TIRES
AND TUBES
CARS WASHED AND GREASED

SMITH'S SERVICE Night
STATION
Phone 83-J

Telephone 34-W
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"Qnality At Its Best"
EVERY TIME YOU STEP INTO THIS STORE
YOU HAVE COMPLETE ASSURANCE OF THE
QUALITY OF OUR GOODS.

THE

COMMUNITY

STORE,

SAM'L EVANS, Manager.
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ASTOUNDING IMPROVEMENTS
TO BE MADE
(Continued from page 1)
Lack of space prevents the description of the other improvements.
It will suffice to mention in passing
the new landing field for planes
down on the Seneca River, the subways between all buildings, tne
burning of the library, the final failure of Professor Femow's E. T. U.
"Wagon, and the destruction of all
laboratories. Watch Clemson grow!

CLEMSON HUCKSTERS
WIN SOUTHERN TITLE
Defeat of
Pendleton
High
School Gives Clemson the
Southern Championship

The Clemson Agricultural College track team, by defeating the
highly touted Pendleton High outfit here today, accomplished what
the Greenville sport critics thought
was the impossible.
This is one
of those times when the impossible
happened, however, and how! Thu
Agricultural lads piled up a total or
264 points against a measly 262 lot
the Pendletonites, proving beyond a
doubt their vast superiority on the
cindered path.
Five world records were shatterea
in this meet, which means that the
next Olympic team from this countrj
will be composed mostly of Clemson men. "Sex" Oberg, the Tiger
captain, was undoubtedly the outstanding individual star of the day:
He copped three first and six last
places, accounting for 24 of Clemson's points.
The 100-yard dash was won by
"Why" Cooper of Clemson in the
astounding time of 22.4 seconds. Although greatly outweighed by hia
op-ponent, "Why" used his advantage in reach to overcome this difficulty, and easily won the race by
the length of a nose. This kinkyheaded, "West Virginia lad has greatly improved since the first of the
season, and with a little mental
training should make
a valuable
sprinter by next season.
In the next event, the high hurd
les, Clemson received her most
heart-breaking defeat of the day.
The Tiger's star hurdler, "Monk"
Godfrey, was out on account of
sore eyes, and "Foots" Hunter had
to act as his substitute.
Hunter
was badly off form, however, and
was unable .to clear a single hurdle.
He seemed to have trouble in getting his feet off the ground. He
did finally succeed in kicking .several hurdles over, however, which
gave him a few points.
The shot-put event was easily
won hy "Wee Willie" Klugh of
Clemson, a young giant who handled the 20 pound shot as if it were
a baseball. He tied the world's record, tossing the metal oval a matter of 157 feet.
The high jump was captured by
Capt. "Sex" Oberg himself, in person. This stalwart youth gave the
42 spectators the thrill of their
lives when he sailed over the bar
at 2 feet, 4 inches, tl seems that
in making this magnificant leap
Oberg sprained his big toe. When
the report got out that he was hurt,
seventeen females tainted.
Mr. Sike's college received tin second
setback
when
Pendleton
grabbed lat and 2nd places in the
mile jaunt. The Tiger's two hopes
in this event wore "Little Ben'
Goodale and "Snuff" Munson, but
the best this pair .could do was to
place 4th and oth.. respectively. It
seems that some 'paper had been
carelessly left on th track,.,and this,
of course, delaye4"Munsoli greatly.
Goodale ran a. fteu.iiMf.uV rjipejior ,,'a
few laps, but was forced out .early
in the race with "knicker" trouble.
The pole vault was won by Clem-

son's vaulting son, C. Q. Faulken
•berry, who cleared the bar at 17
feet, '9 inches. This is six inches
higher than Jack Dempsey himself
can jump and should be the height
of something or other. "Goathead"
McMillan, a cousin of Faulkenberry's, got second place in this event.
He cleared the bar at five feet,
which is a pretty good height when
we consider the extra weight he
carries in his neck, and everything.
The last event of the day was
the two mile relay, which was won
by Clemson. William Lippincott,
F. D. Rhyne, "Ballyhoo" Johnson,
and "Foggy" Rice were the four
lads who turned the trick. These
Jungaleer greyhounds covered themselves with glory in this event, outdistancing their opponents by several miles. And we might as well
say it right here, that Rice boy is n
veritable demon for speed. As h'3
sped like a bullet down that long
home stretch, he reminded us very
much of Charlie Paddock, that famous statesman who said "Give me
basidiomicetes or give me death".
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Many young men have been wear- shirt!
Today, if he didn't have on shirts
and shorts of color he'd be more
The trena
i i in.
In Eastern circles, however, conspicuous that that.
because of the small knot in which .to color in every phase of man's
they should be .tied for best appear- apparel industry is the most vivid
ance, they are worn usually with feature of the trade. Especially is
■stiff collar to match or attached. this true in the new spring merCareful blending with related hab- chandise. Springblends and sporterdashery is imperative, too, be- blends of tans with contrasting
cause of the glistening sheen of green, black and scarlet combinations, pastel shades of blue. The
the satin.
idea is to wear a tie not because
Imagine tough Will'yum, foot- it's a good-looking tie but because
ball cap.tain, prof, rider, hard-guy, it becomes the wearer, and blends
in the shower room three or four with other haberdashery.
years ago, stepping from a pair of
For the male of the species is
sky blue shorts that blended per- stepping out of drab apparel into
haps with a navy blue athletic becoming and distinctive colors.

this satin neckwear with soft
COLLEGE MEN'S STYLES j ing
collar attached shirts, using a collar
;

New York, March 2 6, (By University Style Service) Evidence that
college men are leaders in adapting
new styles for themselves, wearing
them, and making them generally
popular is seen in the present nation-wide demand for solid-color
satin neckwear, thinks Tom Leslie,
nationally known men's apparel expert. This tie first became popular in Eastern colleges. Gradually
the style spread to all college students, and is now passing also to
the public at large. The popularity
of the satin tie is expected to hold
sway all through the spring.

Yale men
decide which is
best cigarette...

JflMES Oi.&EE . »
"Mutt" Gee, Clemson coach, who
is leaving to coach tidrlle-de-winks
at Winthrop.
Club Boy: "Can a feller be punished for something he has'nt
done?"
Teacher: "Why of course not."
Club Boy: "Well, I haven't done
my geometry."
What the Type Does to Us
A prominent man in England
addressed an assemblage which
greeted him enthusiastically.
The
newspaper said: "The vast concourse rent the air with their
snorts."
Another newspaper, in reporting
a speech, intended to add as a comment, "and the masses believed
him," but it read: "and them asses
believed him."
An enthusiastic editor wrote,
"The battle is now opened." But
the compositor spelled battle with
an "o", and his readers said they
had suspected it al along!
A temperance lecturer told ' his
audience, in describing his jour
neys, that he had merely had "a
taste of Naples and Rome."
He
was horrified the next day to read
that he had merely had "a taste of
apples and rum."
Wife— think I
Are you awake?
Husband—No!

hear

burglars.

[Reproduced from the Yale News, Jan. 25, 1929]
OLD GOLD CIGARETTES WIN
FIRST IN TESTS AT YALE

A group of Yale upper-classmen comparing the
four leading cigarette brands.
.

In the recent cigarette test made at
the University, OLD GOLDS were
chosen by the students as the best.
The cigarettes were masked by
black labels so that the names of
the brands were concealed. Each
label was numbered. This was
judged to be the most sporting way
of testing the merits of the four
leading brands. Some 208 Yale
students were asked to smoke the
four disguised brands without
knowing their identity.

The four leading cigarettes . . . "Masked" with
paper sleeves to conceal their brand names.

They were merely to choose, by
number, the one that was most
appealing to the taste.
The NEWS supervised the test
on January 18 at various fraternity
houses and in the NEWS office.
When the votes were recorded
it was discovered that OLD GOLD
(Cigarette No. 3) had won. Old
Gold was given 63 first choices,
which was 11 per cent ahead of
Cigarette No. 2,34 per cent ahead
of Cigarette No. 1, and 53 per cent
ahead of Cigarette No. 4.
'. Lorillard Co.. Est. 1760
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Bill has a new siren for his car.
What happened to the blond?

'
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SPORTS

CLEMSON UNIVERSAL CHAMPS

SPORTS

From all the above the corps given the Line Up:
glory and coaches
"Buuno" and
and the state at large will under- Tigers
Benedict
Pos.
1 eanuts". Beiore departing, "Brustand how much our marble team Hall
Anon
Rear
half
no'' smilingly prophesied an overdeserves.
Both Lanky Burris and Hell-Hole
Anon
Front
half
whelming victory. For winning this
Shorty Knopf made Campbell's, the Burris
Anon (c)
C.
guard
splendid contest
the
mivvie-men
big soup and bean man's Ail-Ameri- Knopf (c)
Anon
Right
aiiould receive daily in special chapcan. All cadets will remember Fat Gibson
Anon
Left
el services the whole-hearted acHall's coup when he grounded two
Referees: Chester Conklin and
claims of the corps. Rumor has it
agates in the ground and thereby Bud Fisher.
that one of the big film concerns alwon his bout. From good author- Substitutions: Benedict Anon for
ready has made advances to our
ity, it is known that tne Tigers will Anon, Anon for Anon.
\1 f /*(-\U G w
brainy captain, Shorty. In the exagain take the treke across the naClemson: Faulkenberry for Hell
%
tract from the Hollywood 'Times"
tion at next year's game. Below ic hole.
given below, readers will understand
the game as pictured in the glowEHSHlsasiaiHSgKlHIlllffl
ing words of their sports writer.
"In a game jam-up with the traWell, persons, this being the day of all fools as well as
Dr. Daniel's birthday, it behooves me to pass some few re- ditional picturesque crowds and the
melodious cheers of rival institumarks on the ever-boring topic of Collitch Sports. Probably tions, the Clemson College Knuckit would be best for us not to waste our line on the rougher' lers defeated Benedict University at
recreations of the day but to devote our valuable time to the the Rose Bowl during the TournaWELCOME TIGERS
discussion of the more gentle sports such as football, hockey, ment of Horses. Both teams journnecking, etc. And while on the subject of baseball we might eyed out of the south under th<s
auspicies of the Pasedena Hors«
4
as well say right here that Mr. Munson's Penitentiary has Club to take part in the annual
■me of the greatest tennis teams in the history of the school. Horse Festival. The "Black Boy
A PLACE TO EAT THAT'S DIFFERENT
This was proven beyond the shadow of a doubt yesterday, Wonders" were the favorites in this
when the noble junggle beasts lost to the wild felines of great international pastime, but due
Davidson by the narrow margin of one touchdown. You will to the timed bossing out of the
ANDERSON
GREENVILLE
Tiger rights and lefts the crowd
have to admit that this was a very close margin of victory, was awarded by seeing how well trie
when you consider the experienced pitching staff Davidson lads from the cold hills cf Oconee,
Seneca, and point., north, south,
has.
east and upwards had perfected
By the way, men, this writer, in cahoots with "Scoop"' Lat- their bowling forte.
At the big game and in a ring- 'MKJSflHBHEJRMtt^^
imer and Clint Taylor, has finally succeeded in picking an
side seat, this writer could see in
all star Hockey team for this college. This team is composed the distance the snowy peaks of the
exclusively of men who have made their Hockey letters, and Cascades and, with a glance at the
who have won an enviable name for themselves in the Hocky coast, the cherry blossoms on the
slopes of the Fairbanks 'Manor. It
world. Our selections for your approval are as follows:
is this that makes this tournament
excell even the far famed TournaLeft End
"Hungry" Harcombe
ment of the Roses. As the teams
Left Tackle
"Monk" Godfrey
pranced out on the field the bands
Mud Guard
"Little Rupert" Taylor
played "The Conquering Heroes
Come" at which, to the astonishMiddle
"Squash" Oberg
ment of the spectators, all the playBy Guard
"Foots" Hunter
ers grasped hands and did a pretty
Peaked lapels in the Cornell Models.
Right Tackle
Wallace Berry
little Maypole dance across the field.
Right End
"Garbo" Cooper
This sight brought . tears to the
V4 Back
"Scotch" Montieth
thousands of eyes. After this warming up the captains retired to; mid1/2 Back
"Speed" Lippincott
field to toss up for positions. Dur% Back
"Bull" Goodale
SEE THEM
ing .this, the colorful co-eds of BenHold Back
"Shiek" Munson
edict attracted the attention of the
Third Base
"Wonder" Naramore
audience by rendering "Clap Hands
My prices on Shoes will save you money
Water Boy
"Ploughboy" Sikes
Here Comes Charlie" to the delight
of all.
Clemson won the tos up and deAlthough not in any way meaning to sing our own praises,
we nevertheless believe that we have made a fine selection, cided to take the center rings. After the opening whistle, the crowds
without showing any favoritism or partiality whatsoever. It settled down to enjoy the matches.
AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
it doubtful if even "Bo Peep" Williams, himslf, could have Then followed a frenzied scramble «
made a better selection.
of taws, glassies, stoneys, and bools.
Here and there arose cries of
"Knuckle
Allow us to pause a moment from this idle pratter, dear "Dubs!',- "No slips!"
down", and "Spans." Knopf, bril- 1
friends in order to announce the fact that there is to be a liant Tiger right, brought .the yelnew sport installed in Corporal Faulkenberry's school in ling crowd to its feet by sinking a
the very soon future. We have received this information beautiful shot to win his game.
from a very direct source—in fact from "Big Ben" Goodale Burris,the elongated center from Tlhimself, so we know it to be the absolute "low-down." The gertown, was penalized repeatedly
fudging. He spanned his opposport we are speaking of is commonly known as "Petting", for
nent and bossed out two agates. On
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SPRING SOCIETY BRAND SUITS
NEW SPORT SHOES

HOKE SLOAN

or sometimes called "Letting". Col. Sikes thought that since
most of the boys already had training along this line, it the last stoney. The Benedict man
would be comparatively easy to establish it as a major sport, made good his shot, but the refWe have not learned the details fully as yet, but it seems thatleree stopped:all playing by scream
Peter B. Cardemos, the coach, is to import a number of girls C. half, had swallowed accidentally
from Winthrop College for the boys to practice with. These his shooting taw. This was soon
females will probably remain here at Clemson for the entire replaced and the game resumed. Lapetting season. Prof. Earle has already arranged for them ter the game was again stopped and
to room in the engineering building. This lively sport has Pedro Gibson was ordered off the
field for unnecessary roughness and
a promising future, and if everyone will cooperate with profanity. The crowds hated to see
Coach Carodemos, we are sure that our dear old Alma him leave. He had endeared himMater will make an enviable record along this line.
selyf to the lovers of sport 'by his
This station will now go off the air until further notice. accurate shooting and spanning.
And—oh yes! dont forget the big boxing match tomorrow During the game, Benedict was ever
on the defensive, an.d was clearly
night between "Tarbaby" Torchia and "Kid" Munson. Every- outclassed as the results showed.
body be there on time.
As the final whistle sounded the

TIGERS WIN BIG GAME
AT SUNNYROSE BOWL
Tiger Miwies Defeat Colored
Boys of Benedict University in Colorful Game
Tiger hopes of the universal
championship -soared skyward as a
result of the brilliant victory of the
purple and gold warriors in their

annual marble game with the Benedict University "Black Boy Wonders" at the Rose Bowl, Pasadena,
California, on St. Patrick's Day. Tiger knucklds garnered some .0000000112:i456T89 points to top Benedict's bare .000000001 points. The
wiiy Bengal leader annexed the
greater part of these counters by
playing head up marbles. A single
word of praise for the rest of the
team will be sufficient.
Accompanying the team were the
cadet corps in all its flamboyant

stands rose up and swept down on
the field to applaud the winning Tigers. Sue Carol, Tiger marble team
sponsor, with a bevy of screenland
beauties, bestowed her smiles on the
entire squad, including the subs.
Cameras clicked as the Tigers left
the field.
Thousands strove to
touch their sweat stained jerseys,
and in the light of the fading sun
the bonny men of old Calhoun departed from the stadium. Thus bogan and ended the greatest marble
game ever fought out on California
foil."

LET ME TAKE YOUR MEASURE
FOR YOUR
t NEXT SUIT MADE BY LAMM & CO,
Twenty-five years experience in measuring for tailclothing, assures you a satisfactory fit.
t or-made
Just received a new shipment of Mallory Hats,
7
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Florsheim, Walk Over, and "Friendly Five" Shoes.

General line of Gent's Furnishings at Money-saving
prices. My goods are standard and my prices are
lower than other stores.
Come down and look them over.

"Judge" Keller
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